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Abstract: Ultrasonic-assisted grinding processing can effectively reduce the surface roughness and
enhance the processing efficiency in the processing of hard and brittle materials. However, the most
common ultrasonic assisted grinding is a type of contact ultrasonic grinding where the grinding
tool directly contacts the workpiece, which means that it is necessary to accurately control the pre-
pressure of the grinding tool on the workpiece. The control of pre-pressure will inevitably increase
the complexity of the grinding device, and it is easy to wear the workpiece because of improper
pre-pressure control. In this paper, a non-contact ultrasonic grinding method is proposed and the
machining mechanism of non-contact ultrasonic grinding is revealed. The resonant frequency of the
ultrasonic vibration system and vibration amplitude of the grinding tool working face were simulated
and experimentally tested, respectively. Then, the experiment of non-contact ultrasonic grinding
of a sapphire wafer was carried out. The result showed that non-contact ultrasonic grinding of the
sapphire wafer could reduce the surface roughness by 48.6%. Compared with traditional contact
grinding of sapphire wafer under certain pre-pressure conditions, the experimental results show
that non-contact ultrasonic grinding has better effects in reducing surface roughness, improving
processing efficiency, and improving the quality uniformity of the workpiece machining surface.

Keywords: piezoelectric ultrasonic; ultrasonic processing; non-contact grinding; hard brittle material

1. Introduction

Sapphire material is a type of hard brittle material with excellent wear resistance and
corrosion resistance. Sapphire material is becoming increasingly used in high-end product
manufacturing, electronics and semiconductors as well as the aerospace, military, and
medical fields [1–3]. However, due to the difficulty of processing hard and brittle materials,
it is necessary to improve traditional processing to meet the application requirements of
hard and brittle materials [4–6]. The processing difficulty is mainly reflected in reducing
the surface roughness of hard and brittle materials and improving the processing efficiency.

Grinding is the main processing means to reduce the surface roughness of hard and
brittle materials [7,8]. However, traditional grinding cannot meet the requirements of the
high machining accuracy of hard and brittle materials. As a special processing technology,
ultrasonic assisted machining has developed rapidly in recent years and has been grad-
ually promoted to various fields of mechanical processing, forming a series of ultrasonic
machining technologies such as ultrasonic assisted drilling, ultrasonic assisted grinding
and polishing, ultrasonic assisted rolling, and shot peening [9–13]. Ultrasonic machining
technology was introduced into hard and brittle materials grinding processing, and the
quality and efficiency of grinding could be effectively improved by using ultrasonic high-
frequency vibration impact and ultrasonic cavitation [14,15]. Xu W et al. used ultrasonic
bending vibration to assist the chemical mechanical polishing of sapphire substrates, and
the results showed that ultrasonic vibration assisted chemical mechanical polishing can
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greatly reduce the surface roughness compared with traditional chemical mechanical pol-
ishing [16]. Zhao B et al. researched ultrasonic assisted elliptical vibration grinding of
Nano-ZrO2 ceramics, and the results showed that the ultrasonic assisted grinding could
reduce the surface roughness by 30% compared with conventional grinding [17]. Hu Y
et al. introduced ultrasonic vibration into chemical mechanical grinding of SiC wafers, and
the results showed that the material removal rate was higher and the surface roughness
value was lower than that of traditional chemical mechanical grinding of SiC wafers [18].
Ralchenko et al. studied the high-rate polishing method of polycrystalline diamond film,
which is an ultrasonic polishing process based on diamond slurry. The results showed
that the machining efficiency of this method was much higher than that of traditional
mechanical polishing. The surface roughness was reduced from 5 µm to 0.5 µm for a
processing time as short as 5 min [19]. In the grinding process, reducing the grinding
force could effectively improve the quality of the machined surface. Baraheni M et al.
predicted the cutting force in rotary ultrasonic assisted grinding of Si3N4 by mathematical
modeling, and the results showed that cutting force could be reduced up to 64% in ultra-
sonic assisted grinding than that of conventional grinding [20]. Two mechanistic models
were presented to predict the effects of abrasive concentration, abrasive size, depth of cut,
feedrate, and tool rotation speed on the feeding–directional cutting force [21,22]. Previous
studies have proved that the amplitude of ultrasonic vibration is the most important factor
to improve the quality and processing efficiency of ultrasonic assisted grinding [23,24]. All
of the above-mentioned studies were contact ultrasonic assisted grinding under certain
pre-pressure. In the contact ultrasonic assisted grinding process, the precise control of
pre-pressure will increase the complexity of the processing equipment, and it is easy to
cause the direct wear of the workpiece by the grinding tool due to the poor control of
the pre-pressure. In order to further improve the machining quality of hard and brittle
materials, some scholars have studied the grinding effect of grinding fluid on workpieces
under the action of ultrasonic vibration. Through mathematical modeling and simulation,
Yu T et al. proved that the suspended flow field had periodic dynamic changes, which
could form a turbulent flow conducive to material removal [25]. Ichida Y et al. studied the
material removal mechanism of non-contact ultrasonic particle machining and discussed
its applicability in ultra-precision machining [26].

In this paper, a non-contact ultrasound grinding method is proposed based on material
removal by abrasive particle fluid movement. The experiments of non-contact ultrasound
grinding of sapphire wafers showed that the method is superior to contact traditional
grinding in reducing the surface roughness of materials, improving the processing ef-
ficiency and the quality uniformity of the workpiece machining surface. This method
can effectively avoid the wear caused by the excessive grinding of the workpiece by the
grinding tool, and make the workpiece obtain a high precision surface machining quality
at the nanometer level.

2. Mechanism Analysis of Non-Contact Ultrasonic Grinding

An ultrasonic grinding vibration system mainly consists of an ultrasonic transducer,
amplitude transformer, and grinding tool. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of
the non-contact ultrasonic grinding. The machining principle is that the piezoelectric
ultrasonic transducer converts the high-frequency alternating current electrical signal into
high-frequency ultrasonic vibration and transmits it to the amplitude transformer along
the axis direction [27]. The amplitude transformer gathers energy to expand the amplitude,
and then transmits the ultrasonic vibration to the working face of grinding tool [28,29].
The workpiece is stuck to the working face of the grinding tool, and the grinding surface of
the workpiece maintains a specific distance from the rotary grinding platform.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of non-contact ultrasonic grinding processing.

According to indentation fracture mechanics, brittle fracture and plastic removal are
the two main reasons for material removal, and brittle fracture is the main factor for material
removal in non-contact ultrasonic grinding process. The brittle fracture mechanism of
non-contact ultrasonic grinding of hard and brittle materials is as follows:

Cl = k1

[
F1/2/

(
H1/4

w KC

)]
(1)

Cr = k2

(
F3/4KC

)3/4
(2)

h = k3

(
F1/2/Hw

)
(3)

where Cl is the transverse crack; Cr is the longitudinal crack; h is the depth of the
transverse crack; F is the pressure load of a single abrasive particle on the workpiece; Hw is
the hardness of the workpiece material; KC is the breaking strength; and k1, k2, k3 are the
proportional coefficients.

There are three main ways of material removal in non-contact ultrasonic grinding.
First, the removal of workpiece surface materials by grinding particles moving with the
grinding fluid, the rotation of the grinding platform and the vibration of the grinding
tool working face in the grinding fluid, which are the two main factors that promote the
flow of the grinding fluid. As shown in Figure 2, without considering the interference
factors, the speed of grinding particles moving to the right driven by the rotation of the
grinding platform is set as v1, and the speed of grinding particles obtained by the impact of
ultrasonic vibration on the grinding fluid is set as v2. In one period of ultrasonic vibration,
when the ultrasonic vibration shocks downward, as shown in Figure 2a, the velocity of
grinding particles on the left half of the sapphire wafer is va = v1 − v2, and the velocity
of grinding particles on the right half is vb = v1 + v2. When the ultrasonic vibration
shocks upward, as shown in Figure 2b, the velocity of grinding particles on the left half
of the sapphire wafer is va = v1 + v2, and the velocity of grinding particles on the right
half is vb = v1 − v2. However, v1 and v2 are not constant, and the value of v2 is much
larger than the value of v1. Because of the ultrasonic vibration of the working face, the
abrasive fluid is subjected to periodic pressure, which makes v2 change periodically. The
periodic changes of pressure and velocity make the abrasive fluid form turbulence. The
specific formation process of turbulence is that ultrasonic vibration leads to the change
in abrasive fluid flow morphology and the disappearance of the original laminar flow
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stability. Ultrasonic vibration causes small fluctuations in the flow layer, and the abrasive
fluid forms a “vortex” under the action of transverse pressure difference and shear stress,
resulting in the mixing and new disturbance of the fluid layer. The turbulent motion of
the abrasive fluid is conducive to material removal. Second, is the material removal effect
of ultrasonic cavitation on workpiece surface [30]. The collapse of ultrasonic cavitation
bubbles can produce ultra-high pressure micro-jets locally, and the powerful impact force of
micro-jets can directly or indirectly achieve the effect of removing surface materials. Third,
without considering the interference of abrasive particle movement caused by abrasive
fluid flow and ultrasonic cavitation, the ultrasonic vibration frequency of the working face
of the grinding tool is set as f , the amplitude is A, and the time is t, then the instantaneous
vibration displacement formula of the grinding tool working face is as follows:

y(t) = A · sin(2π f t) (4)

Figure 2. Material removal principle of abrasive fluid shear flow in (a) the first half vibration period, and (b) the second half
vibration period.

According to Equation (4), the instantaneous velocity of the grinding tool working
face can be obtained as follows:

v(t) =
.
y(t) =

dy(t)
dt

= 2π f A · cos(2π f t) (5)

According to Equation (5), the instantaneous acceleration of the grinding tool working
face can be obtained as:

a(t) =
.
v(t) =

dv(t)
dt

= −4π2 f 2 A · sin(2π f t) (6)

Abrasive particles continuously impact the workpiece surface due to ultrasonic vi-
bration of the working face. However, abrasive particles are immersed in the grinding
fluid. The velocity of abrasive particles will slowly decay after the first impact with the
workpiece surface. After colliding with the rotary grinding platform, the abrasive particles
turn to the workpiece surface for the second impact. The velocity attenuation formula of
abrasive particles in the grinding fluid is:

ν′ = ν(t) · e−λl (7)

where λ is the influence coefficient of fluid resistance on velocity; l is the distance between
the positions where abrasive particles obtain initial velocity and where it impacts the
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workpiece. Under ultrasonic vibration, let the abrasive particles obtain an initial velocity v,
and according to Equations (5) and (7), v can be described as:

v = 2π f A · cos(2π f t) · e−λl (8)

According to Equation (8), the instantaneous acceleration of abrasive particles in
abrasive flow can be obtained as:

a =
dv
dt

= −4π2 f 2 A · sin(2π f t) · e−λl (9)

3. Simulation and Test of Non-Contact Ultrasonic Grinding Vibration System
3.1. Resonant Frequency of Ultrasonic Vibration System

It is an important step to determine the resonant frequency of the ultrasonic vibration
system before the non-contact ultrasonic grinding experiment. The resonant frequency of
the vibration system was simulated and tested, respectively. The characteristic frequency
of the ultrasonic vibration system was simulated by the finite element software COMSOL
Multiphysics. The material settings of the ultrasonic vibration system are shown in Table 1.
The piezoelectric ceramics material was PZT-8, which had a density of 7600 kg/m3, Young’s
modulus of 7.65 × 1010 Pa, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.32. The materials of the rear cover,
amplitude transformer, and grinding tool were set as structural steel, which had a density
of 7850 kg/m3, Young’s modulus of 2× 1011 Pa, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.30. The material of
the front cover was aluminum alloy, which had a density of 2720 kg/m3, Young’s modulus
of 7.2 × 1010 Pa, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. The constraint condition of simulation was set
as the free state, and the reference value of the characteristic frequency search was 20 KHz.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3, where the vibration mode of the ultrasonic
vibration system is different at different frequency. According to the experimental require-
ments, 19.181 KHz is the simulation resonant frequency of the ultrasonic vibration system.
In order to verify the resonant frequency simulation results of the ultrasonic vibration
system, an impedance test was carried out. Impedance of the ultrasonic vibration system
was tested using a precision impedance analyzer (6630, MICROTEST, China). The test
results are shown in Figure 4. Since the impedance and admittance in the circuit system
are reciprocal to each other, when the impedance in the system reaches the minimum
value of 783.03 Ω, the corresponding admittance reaches the highest peak value, and the
corresponding frequency is the resonance frequency of the ultrasonic vibration system.
Therefore, the test resonant frequency of the ultrasonic vibration system was 19.760 KHz.
Because the ultrasonic vibration system in simulation is a simplified model, there are some
differences with the actual model of the ultrasonic vibration system, which is also the
reason why there were some errors between the simulation result and the test result.

Table 1. Material setup for the ultrasonic vibration system in simulation.

Components Materials

Ultrasonic Transducer
Rear cover Structural steel
Piezoelectric ceramic ring PZT-8
Front cover (Connect the amplitude transformer) Aluminum alloy

Amplitude transformer Structural steel
Grinding tool Structural steel
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Figure 3. Modal analysis of the ultrasonic vibration system.

Figure 4. Impedance test of the ultrasonic vibration system.

3.2. Working Face Amplitude of the Ultrasonic Vibration System

The working face amplitude of the ultrasonic vibration system is an important factor
affecting the non-contact ultrasonic grinding experiment. The working face amplitude
of the ultrasonic vibration system was simulated and tested, respectively. The working
face amplitude of the vibration system was simulated by the finite element software
COMSOL Multiphysics. The frequency domain simulation of ultrasonic vibration system
was studied. The material settings of each component of the ultrasonic vibration system
are shown in Table 1 above, and the clamping disk of the node position was set as the fixed
constraint. Set the simulation conditions as voltage 300 V, frequency range 18.5–20.5 KHz,
and step distance 0.02 KHz. The simulation results are shown in Figure 5a. When the
frequency is near 19.181 KHz (simulation resonant frequency), the total displacement of
the working face amplitude reaches the maximum of 4.55 µm. The working face amplitude
of the ultrasonic vibration system was tested using a laser displacement sensor (LK-H020,
KEYENCE, Japan). The principle of measuring amplitude by the laser displacement sensor
is to capture vibration amplitude by laser focusing on the working surface of the vibration
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system. Set the excitation signal voltage as 300 V and the frequency as 19.760 KHz (test
resonant frequency). The sampling period of the laser displacement sensor was 5 µs, and
200 continuous sampling points were taken out. The test results are shown in Figure 5b,
where the average value of the vibration amplitude reached 5 µm.

Figure 5. Ultrasonic vibration amplitude of grinding tool working face: (a) simulation results, and (b) test results.

4. Experiment Study of Non-Contact Ultrasonic Grinding
4.1. Experimental Setup

The non-contact ultrasonic grinding experimental device is shown in Figure 6. The
experimental device consisted of a signal generator, power amplifier, oscilloscope, piezo-
electric ultrasonic vibration system, and rotary grinding platform. The experimental
conditions are listed in Table 2. The working principle of the experimental device is to
obtain an appropriate excitation signal by adjusting the signal generator and the power
amplifier. The excitation signal was set as an alternating current signal with the voltage of
300 V (peak-to-peak value) and the frequency of 19.760 KHz (test resonance frequency).
The ultrasonic vibration system converts the excitation signal into ultrasonic vibration and
outputs it from the working face. The sapphire wafer was fixed on the working face. The
experiment was carried out with alumina particle grinding liquid. The rotation speed of
the grinding platform was 30 r/min, and the non-contact distance between the grinding
surface of the sapphire sample with the rotary grinding platform was 1 mm. The contrast
experimental group of contact traditional grinding under certain pre-pressure was set.
Two groups of comparative experimental samples with similar mass and surface rough-
ness values were selected for the experiment. As shown in Figure 6, in the non-contact
ultrasonic grinding experiment, ultrasonic vibration caused a large number of ultrasonic
cavitation bubbles to be generated in the gap between the working end face and the rotary
grinding platform.
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Figure 6. Experiment diagram of non-contact ultrasonic grinding sapphire.

Table 2. Experimental conditions.

Items Parameter Values

Workpiece Sapphire wafer (main ingredient is alumina)
Grinding fluid Alumina particle grinding fluid
Rotating speed of rotary grinding platform 30 r/min
Ultrasonic vibration system parameters

Resonant frequency 19.760 KHz
Voltage 300 V
Ultrasonic vibration amplitude of working face 5 µm

4.2. Results and Discussions

A surface topography measuring instrument (XM-200, LUOYANG BEARING RE-
SEARCH INSTITUTE, Luoyang, China) was used to detect and record the roughness data
every 15 min as a phase, and the results are shown in Figure 7. During the 0–15 min
phase of the experiment, the surface roughness values of the samples in the two groups of
non-contact ultrasonic grinding and contact traditional grinding decreased significantly.
During the 15–30 min and 30–45 min phases, the roughness values of the samples in the
non-contact ultrasonic grinding group still decreased significantly, while the roughness
values of the samples in the contact traditional grinding group decreased slowly. During
the 45–60 min phase, the surface roughness of the samples in both groups increased slightly
due to the long grinding time, while the surface roughness of the samples in the contact
traditional grinding group increased more obviously. The high-precision electronic scale
(JJ24BC, G&G MEASUREMENT PLANT, Changshu, China) was used to detect and record
the material removal amount. Every 15 min was a stage, and the results are shown in
Figure 8. In all four experimental stages, the sapphire sample material removal rate of
non-contact ultrasonic grinding was higher than that of contact traditional grinding. The
material removal rate of non-contact ultrasonic grinding increased greatly in 0–15 min
and 15–30 min stages, while that of contact traditional grinding maintained a small in-
crease. In conclusion, non-contact ultrasonic grinding has obvious advantages in reducing
material surface roughness and improving processing efficiency compared with contact
traditional grinding.
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Figure 7. Comparison of surface roughness result between non-contact ultrasonic grinding and
traditional contact grinding.

Figure 8. Comparison of material removal result between non-contact ultrasonic grinding and
traditional contact grinding.

Two groups of sapphire samples with similar initial surface morphology were used
for 60 min non-contact ultrasonic grinding and traditional contact grinding experiments,
respectively. Atomic force microscopy (MFP-3D, Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA,
USA) was used to observe the changes in sample surface morphology before and after the
two groups of experiments. The results are shown in Figure 9. The surface morphology of
the sapphire samples in the non-contact ultrasonic grinding group was flatter and smoother
than that in the traditional contact grinding group.
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Figure 9. Surface morphology of the sapphire sample. (a) Initial surface topography, (b) after
traditional contact grinding for 60 min, and (c) after non-contact ultrasonic grinding for 60 min.

In the traditional contact grinding process, due to the difference in the local force
on the workpiece and the influence of the free abrasive movement, it is easy to cause
the local aggregation of free abrasive on the workpiece grinding surface, which leads to
the phenomenon of uneven grinding. The grinding uniformity of non-contact ultrasonic
grinding was studied, and the comparison experiment of traditional contact grinding was
set up. When the rotation speed of the grinding platform was 30 r/min, the roughness
values of the two groups of experiments were detected and recorded every 15 min. The
surface roughness value in the long side direction (Ral), the surface roughness value in
the wide side direction (Raw), and average surface roughness value (Ra) of the sapphire
samples were measured respectively. As shown in Figure 10a, the surface roughness value
of the traditional contact grind sapphire sample fluctuated unsteadily. The roughness value
measured in different directions of the grinding surface was different, and this difference
gradually expanded with the increase in grinding time. As shown in Figure 10b, non-
contact ultrasonic grinding could steadily reduce the surface roughness of the sapphire
samples. The roughness values measured in different directions had a consistent trend,
and the differences were gradually eliminated with the increase in grinding time.
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Figure 10. Comparison of surface roughness in different test directions between (a) traditional contact grinding and (b)
non-contact ultrasonic grinding.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a non-contact ultrasonic grinding processing method, which
can effectively avoid the phenomenon of grinding tool wear on the workpiece due to the
difficult control of pre-pressure in contact ultrasonic grinding. The main material removal
mechanisms of non-contact ultrasonic grinding were analyzed. The resonant frequency
of the ultrasonic vibration system and vibration amplitude of the grinding tool working
face were simulated and experimentally tested. In the simulation, when the frequency
was near 19.181 KHz (simulation resonant frequency), the vibration amplitude of the
grinding tool working face was 4.55 µm. In the test experiment, when the frequency was
19.760 KHz (test resonant frequency), the vibration amplitude of the grinding tool working
face reached an average value of 5 µm. Set the frequency of the alternating current electrical
signal as 19.760 KHz, the voltage as 300 V (peak to peak), and the rotation speed of the
grinding platform as 30 r/min. The non-contact ultrasonic grinding experiment of the
sapphire wafer was carried out for 60 min. The results show that non-contact ultrasonic
grinding of sapphire wafer can reduce the surface roughness by 48.6% and the material
removal amount was 12.9 mg. Compared with traditional contact grinding, the results
show that non-contact ultrasonic grinding was better in reducing the surface roughness
and improving the processing efficiency of the sapphire wafers. Meanwhile, non-contact
ultrasonic grinding could effectively avoid the uneven grinding quality caused by uneven
force and grinding fluid aggregation in traditional contact grinding. Non-contact ultrasonic
grinding can provide new ideas for ultrasonic grinding of hard and brittle materials.
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